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Watkinson Panel Ta Delve
Poetry, Painting Relations
An exhibit of the works of poet
Wallace Stevens and a panel discussion on "The Relations Between Poetry and Painting" will be
the subject of an open ho.use at the
Watkinson Library Tuesday, May
7 at 8 p. m.
The books, manuscripts and
letters of Stevens, who lived in
Hartford, will be on exhibit in the
main lobby and his collected paintings will be displayed in the
Library Conference Room. The
exhibit, which will run through the
31st is on loan to the Watkinson
from Stevens' daughter, Mrs. Holly
Stephenson, a member of the BuildIngs and Grounds Department.
The discussion will be moderated
by Samuel J. Wagstaff, Curator of
Paintings, Prints and Drawings at
the Wadsworth Atheneum. Panelists are: Michel Benamou, Assistant Professor of Romance Lan>
guages at Dartmouth; Samuel F,
Morse, Professor of English at
Northeastern University; Nathan
Knobler, Head of the Art Department at the University of Connecticut and Mrs. Stephenson.
Wallace Stevens was an officer
of the Hartford Accident and
Indemnity Company, as well as a
poet of both national and international fame. In "Who's Who in
America" he listed his profession
as "insurance." He was elected to
the National Academy of Arts and
Letters in 1946. in 1950 he was
awarded the Bollingen prize for
poetry. In 1950 he received the
National Book Award for Poetry
and in 1955 he received both the
National Award and the Pulitzer
Prize for poetry for his "Collected Poems."

Stevens himself rejected the
Jekyll-Hyde, work-by-day and
poetry-by-night split which his
career suggested. "I prefer to think
I'm just a man, not a poet part
time, business man the rest," he
once wrote.
He wrote his poems on slips of
paper, often on his walk between
home and office, had his secretary
type them and then put them aside
for later revision,
Stevens has been called a "poet's
poet." He has never sought a popular audience and with the exception
of a few widely anthologized poems,
he has been read mostly by connoisseurs.
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15 Members Added J o h n s o n T o S p e a k
To Pi Gamma Mu A L ^ t c
Mrwalitv
MAY 3 - Four seniors and eleven

juniors will be initiated into Pi
Gamma Mu, the national honorary social science fraternity,
Wednesday, May 8 at 4:30 p. m.
in the Library Conference Room.
The Seniors are Marshall Blume,
n, Robert E. Bylln, Robert C.
Spitzer and John Wagner. Juniors
John H. Churchman, Jr., Michael
Grossman, James A. Lapenn,
Peter D. Orr, Richard B. Schlro,
Michael N. Tousey, and Keith S.
Watson will also be initiated. The
reception will be a sherry party.
To be eligible for the honor the
student must have an average
of at least 86 In the social sciences and an overall average of
80.

MAY 3 - Dr. William A. John- specific remedies for the weakson, Assistant Professor of Re- nesses which occur today, he said.
ligion will give his last two cam- In his sermon he said that he will
pus-wide lectures, Sunday in relate the religion to morality.
Chapel and Monday in Wean
Monday evening at 7:30 he wili
Lounge.
talk about the "New Sex Morality.1'
At the 11 a.m. Chapel service, He said that he will try to estaDr. Johnson will describe the plight blish proper sexual behavior in
of the "Church in the Post- terms of a "rationalapproach." He
Christian Era." He .will'suggest commented that he will set up
specific roles for the Church to criteria and norms for sexual befollow, he said. "I think the church havior and locate the conflict of
has a different role to follow than today's youth.
that of the earlier ages," he comThe Monday evening- lecture in
mented.
Wean Lounge is the fourth in a
He will also question the role of series of Senate sponsored talks
worship in the church and suggest by faculty members. Other talks
given were by Dr. Robert Mead of
the Psychology Department, Dr.
Rex Neaverson of the Government
Department and Mr. Paul Smith
of the English Department.
Dr. Johnson will transfer to head
the Religion Department at Drew
The lack of a consistent U.S. University in September. He has
policy toward Cuba more than taught at Trinity since 1959.
anything else has made it difficult
During the summer Dr. Johnson
and unwise for any other power to will finish a book about Christian
align itself with the United States Ethics which Is based on a course
in Cuba, the panel felt.
he taught here, "The Problems of
The policy of "brinksmanshlp" Christian Ethics." He has also
followed by the U. S. in the block- been asked to translate the letters
ade of Cuba was said to have caused of Soren Kierkegaard, the 19th
great anxiety in the geographical century existentialist philosopher
areas of the world represented by and theologian. He plans to begin
the panelists. President Kennedy's work on this project this summer.
promise to'"build a wall around Dr, Johnson received his B.A.
Cuba" is both dangerous and im- from Queens, his B.D. fromDrew,
practical, they agreed.
M.A. from Columbia and a Ph.D.
Officers of I. S. O. are Kiau from Columbia Union. His publiinclude
the book
Moi "~Loi, president; Ariel De- cations
Petris, vice president-treasurer; CHRISTOPHER POLHEM: THE
Roger Berstein, Secretary; and FATHER OF SWEDISH TECHNOMichael Mseka, associate secre- LOGY. He also has written book
reviews for the Hartford Courant,
tary.

New International Students Organization
: Formulates 1963 Plans; Submits Budget
by TOM JONES
The Inter national Students Organization, a group started in Mar«h
by a nucleus of Trinity foreign
students, this week completed final organization plans and submitted a budget to the Senate for the
coming year.
The organization was begun to
foster increased communication
among the foreign students here,
said Roger Bernstein,.,secretary,.
of the group, L S . O. will sponsor lectures and will offer interested persons an opportunity to
meet with foreign students and
officials for discussions on current
international issues, Bernstein
said.
"I. S. O. is also interested," he

Minot Receives Promotion
To Assistant Professor
ies: "Sausage and Beer." whichap-

MAY 2 - Stephen Minot was promoted today to Assistant Professor of English announced Albert C.
Jacobs.
Minot received an A.B, from Harvard College in 1953 and an M.A.
from Johns Hopkins University in
1955. Before coming to the college in 1959, he taught at the University of Connecticut, Bowdoin
.College and Johns Hopkins University.
A specialist in creative writing
and in 20th century literature, Minot is the author of two short stor-

Harvard Professor
In Philosophy Talk
Dr. Willard Van Orman Quine,
philosopher and logician, will deliver'a Philosophy department and
Club lecture, "Necessary Truth"
in Alumni Lounge, Tuesday, May
7 at 4 p.m.
Dr. Quine, Edgar Pierce Professor of Philosophy- at Harvard
University, received an A.B. degree from Oberlin College in 1930,
and holds M. A. and Ph.D. degrees
"from Harvard, an M. A. degree
from Oxford, and a Litt. D. from
Oberlin in 1955.
He is a specialist in the field
of logic and linguistic philosophy.
His books Include: SYSTEM OF
LOGISTIC (1934), MATHEMATICAL LOGIC (1940), FROM A LOGICAL POINT OF VIEW (1953),
METHODS OF LOGIC (1959), and
WORD AND OBJECT (1960).

continued, " in promoting an increased number of foreign students
at Trinity and in making the foreign student's life at Trinity more
comfortable to encourage students
to remain here."
The organization has aided Dr.
Robert Meade and Jacob Edwards
of the Admissions Department in
making it possible for a Jordanian student to enter the college
next fall,
according to Bernstein.
: !
: '"I. S, Q.:' is to ,tlje' process of
contacting "foreign students who
have been admitted to the class
of 1967 to answer any questions
they might have and also to help
orient them for their stay at Trinity," he said.
"I. S. O. also is ready to advise
Trinity students who will be traveling in Asia, Africa, Europe or
Latin America," he said.
Tentatively scheduled for next
November is an African Week
which will include library exhibits, lectures . by visiting- dignitaries, anri a nerformance bv
African dancers, Berstein continued. Much of the 'work for the
events is being done by I. S. O.
faculty advisor Mrs. Marion
Clarke, Watkinson librarian, he
said.
The first L S. O, -sponsored
program was a panel discussion,
examining the problem of the 1m.pact of present U. S. policy toward
Cuba on the international level,
held last month.
The discussion was moderated by
Steve Yeaton, with panelists Alex
Sgoutas ot Greece, Henry Whitney
from Argentina, Habil Wejuli of
Kenya, and Kiau Moi Loi of
Singapore.

peared in the November 1962 issue of THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY
and "Herb" published in the Winter 1963 issue of KENYON REVIEW. His "Three Genres", a text
for college and general use, dealing with the techniques of writing fiction, poetry and drama,has
been accepted by Prentice - Hall
for publication in September, 1964.
Among his other publications are"Nathanael West and
Tragic
Farce", and "The Vibrant World
of Saul Bellow", two radio ^scripts
for Voice of America. He lias contributed to the AAUP Bulletin,
College English and Poet and
Critic.
Minot is a member of the Poetry
Center and advisor to the Trinity
REVIEW.
He is a member of the American
Association of University Professors, the Modern Language-Association, the American Civil Liberties Union and the National
MAY 3 - Four delegates from
Committee for an Effective Conthe United Nations missions of
gress. .
Tunisia, the Malagasy Republic,
and Togo will visit the college this
weekend as guests of the French
club. The guests will include
P a.m. Holy Communion
Messrs. Ben Hassen Ben Turbi
and A. Cherif of Tunisia, Andri11 a.m. Morning Service
amaharo of the Malagasy Republic,
Dr. William Johnson:
and Antoine Kponvi of Toga.
"The Church in the Post
The Hospitality Information SerChristian Era"
vice of the United Nations asked
5 p.m. College Vespers
I the French Club last O6tober about
the feasibility of such a visit. The
The Rev. Robert Good-*
Club gained the necessary adminwin:
,
istration approval and Senate
"The Unknown Student"
funds.

4 French Africans
From U.N. to Visit

CHAPEL'

Trin Men Find New Language
Of Arms, Fingers, Nods, Noses
by VINCENT OSOWECKI
MAY 2 - Only- last Saturday
sitting in a bus midst, a silent
bubble of children did a group of
Trinity, men- realize how insignificant their problems really are.
The men fidgeted uneasily, some
trying to think what they would say,
others looking for a way to say it.
They feared they would not be able
to communicate, with the children at
the picnic.
Everyone on the bus thought. No
one wanted to sit there doing
nothing. But after what seemed like
innumerable bumps and turns, the
bus stopped and the doors swung
open.
Pushing pink gum-bubbles before
them, the children ranging in ages
from thirteen to seventeen bounded
down the aisle, flounced into the
back seats, and rebounded back
filling in seats surrounding the
Trinity men "silently" waiting to
"spread cheer." The children were
deaf and dumb.
"PoP!" The gum-bubbles burst
throughout the bus exploding all
doubts that these children needed
"encouragement to resign themselves to their mute world."
On the contrary, they were very
much in this world. Fore and
index finger together, thumb
across and then fist closed, the
little fingers flashed up simultaneously around the bus. The
children said "Hi" in sign language.
Using fingers, arms, nods, noses,
and comical expressions, the Trin-

ity men found communication no
problem. The children taught and
Trinity learned a make-shift sign
language.
The children, all students in the
American School for the Deaf,
West Hartford, depend heavily on
sign language to communicate -"too much so," says physical education director Fred Works, Trinity graduate and former assistant
to Athletic Director Ray Oosting.
At the hot dog grill operated by
the Trinity group, a plump redfreckled girl ran up to Works frantically trying to ask him something
In sign language.
Works would not look at her hands
but Instead looked directly Into her
eyes until she, after several unsuccessful cries and., badly garbled1
sounds, managed to "voice" her
question.
After telling her that the boys
were from Trinity College (PI
Kappa Alpha Fraternity), Works
explained that the American School
for the Deaf tries to force their
students to use their vocal cords.
"We try to free them from complete dependence on sign language
because they will have to live in a
world where few actually know (although he believed that many should
learn) sign language.
The children vary In their hearing and speech capabilities. They
range from the worst, those born
deaf and. thus unable to speakjwho
have never experienced sound, to
the best, a little Negro girl, named
(Continued on Page 3)
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a/ the world famous NIKON camera and accessories. Guaranteed acceptance at all medical schools. Call or write for
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Letters To The Editor
A Criticism Of the Rev. Goodwin's Answer
tian Church; yet, the only argument he can advance in favor of
Mr. Goodwin's article In last the ultimate concern (or, Ultimate
Tuesday's TRIPOD indicates that Concern) that he assumes is "true"
he is not an adequate spokesman is that it is spelled with capital
In an academic society for the letters. Capitalization is an a r Christian option to Dr, Anderson's bitrary way to distinguish between
"ultimate concern". Mr. Goodwin truth and falsity.
Mr. Goodwin advances a critiis obviously correct in pointing
out that Dr. Anderson's obser- cism of Dr. Anderson that seems
vations and pejorative state- polemical in tone. He is obviously
ments are made from a special advocating a position that contrasts
perspective containing certain with Dr. Anderson's ... but what is
norms and a certain, implicit ul- it? Mr. Goodwin seems indignant
timate concern. Is it sufficient about Dr. Anderson's criticisms
for a Christian, however, to sim- of Christian views toward faith,
ply say that Dr. Anderson has an morals, and medicine. Yet, Mr.
ultimate concern behind his state- Goodwin is silent In answering
ments and that Dr. Anderson's those criticisms. Mr. Goodwin
ultimate concern is not the real, makes no attempt to show that
true, genuine, undeniable, ultimate Christian ethics offers a more
credible alternative than Dr. AnUltimate Concern?
I am. sure that Dr. Anderson is derson's Implicit alternative with
well - aware of the probability, regard to specific moral questions.
that he lives his life according to Mr. Goodwin cannot bring himself
certain predominant concerns,but to specifics, so he condemns Dr.
doubt that he wishes to sanctify Anderson and his perspective on
them by labelling them "Predomi- morals by saying that Dr. Andernant Concerns". Mr. Goodwin ap- son has an ultimate concern and
pears .to be a member of the Chris- will not admit what it is.Oddl"
To the Editor:

enough, Mr. Goodwin fails to confess his ultimate concern, too.He
only says that there is "a truly
Ultimate". Is not this a "faith
statement" also? How do I distinguish between Dr. Anderson and
Mr. Goodwin? How do I distinguish
between their ultimate concerns?
Dr. Anderson's ultimate concern
leads him to make judgments upon
practical, specific, human matters; Mr. Goodwin's ultimate concern leads him to say there are
ultimate concerns, Mr. Goodwin's
polemical Interests should, It
seems to me, lead him to say more
than only that.
If Mr. Goodwin feels that Dr. Anderson's article is subverting good
Christian youth at Trinity College,
he should at least show his concern
by offering alternatives to Dr. Anderson's views on faith, morals,
and medicine. That there is a real,
true Ultimate Concern does not
help me make a decision about birth
control, abortion, or foreign policy
by deterrents. Mr. Goodwin should
remember that at Trinity College
one cannot assume that one speaks
within the theological circle of the
mutual admiration society called
the Community of Faith.
If Mr, Goodwin's Ultimate Concern is God and Dr. Anderson's
ultimate concern is Baal, let Mr.
Goodwin, like Elijah in the Old
Testament, show that his Ultimate
Concern has the effective, workable, and dignified answer on
questions of faith, morals, and
medicine.
James Whitehill'63
President Jacobs will
conduct services for the
seniors on Monday and
Tuesday at 5:40 p.m. in
the Chapel.

Seniors Select
Chairman Mon.
MAY 1 - Elections for Senior
Class Chairman and for members
of the Senior Class Executive Committee will be held Monday from
9 a,m. to 4 p.m. in the Mather
Hall Lobby, Alumni Secretary John
Mason announced today.
Running for the Class Chairman
are, Roger Baum, Bob Burger,
Stan Marcuss, Mike Schulenberg,
and Peter Sherin.
Seven seniors will be elected
to the executive committee which
aids the chairman in handling and
running the class after it has been
graduated.

ELECTIONS

Result: Ford-built cars demonstrate outstanding durability
in competitions like the Daytona 500

Quite an eye-opener for car buyers. And conclusive proof that
superior engineering at Ford Motor Company has produced more
rugged engines and transmissions, sturdier bodies and frames
and better all-round durability for today's Ford-built automobiles.

For the

Finest
Haircuts

Results of recent competitive events prove dramatically the
durability and reliability of today's Ford-built cars. Our cars swept
the firstflve places in the Daytona 500 for example. More important
to you—Ford-built entries had the highest ratio of finishers in
this grueling test of stamina! Less than half—just 23—of the 50
starters finished; 13 of them were Ford-built!
Competitions such as the Daytona 500 are car killers. Piston
rings can fail, transmissions can be demolished and engines
blow up under these maximum efforts. It's a grinding demand
for total performance and Ford-built cars proved they could take
it better than any of the others.

The Young Democrats recently
elected their 1963-64 officers: Robert Schwartz, '64, president; John
Lemega, '65, vice president; Kenneth Geremla, '66, recording secretary; John Wodatch, '66, corresponding secretary; Joseph Goldberg, '65, first delegate; and Kevin
Sweeney, '66, second delegate.

go over
the rocks to
MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan

WHERfi ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP
BRINGS YOU BETTER* BUILT CARS

Trinity
Barber
Shop
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Mew Curriculum Study

\

STUDENTS
This is the eleventh in a
series of Departmental explanations of the New Curriculum which will go into effect next September.
Associate Professor of Religion Theodore M. Mauch received his A. B. from Elmhurst, his B. D., S. T. M. and
Th. D, from Union Theological
Seminary. He was appointed
to the faculty in 1957 and is
acting as chairman of the Department in the absence of Dr.
Edmond Cherbon.nier.
The new curriculum has a specific goal. Its aim Is to stimulate and
equip
a person to live with
strength, accuracy, and creativity on the growing edge of mind.
In his first two years at Trinity,
the student becomes personally
skillful In each of six basic fields,
six basic techniques of knowledge
and communication. In his last
two years, he develops his own
mastery of the method and content in one field.
The Department of Religion intends to implement the new curriculum first of all by emphasizing method In those distribution
courses which are taken by a student to gain a full set of tools. It
will continue to avoid "general
knowledge" in the field of Religion. It will work even harder
to sharpen the specific techniques
by which a student taking one
course In Religion will know what
It is to think with discipline and
imagination in this area. Even in
one course, we hope a student becomes aware of how a specialist
in this area operates. To say it
in another way, we intend to work
in the direction of equipping a
student to be able to do what he
has not been specially trained to
do.
Secondly, to Implement the new
curriculum in advanced courses
the Department will continue to
avoid "divorced knowledge". It
will work even harder to sharpen
the specific techniques by which
a student doing work in depth
will Inter-relate his specialization
with other areas of knowledge.
To Intensify study in basic
courses, this Department is working on techniques by which a student taking one course will become acquainted, as early as possible, with exemplary studies in
the field. More outside reading
will be required, with evaluation
of the student's work aimed at
sharpening his method in handling content. Advanced courses
will be geared to seminar methods. Juniors and seniors will share
in "the thrill of discovery" by reporting to a class either on special
outside reading or more extensive research.
In order to develop courage and
willingness to risk more than one
is able, courses will make the

SHELLS
AT

same requirements of majors and
non-majors. When some Sophomores are in higher-numbered
courses, one distinction that can
be made is that their special work
could be timed to come late In the
semester. Tests will be geared
to include what a student has done
on his own.
One Senior major Is already on
the new curriculum. He is writing
an Honors Thesis, and will take
a comprehensive examination. The
Department is working for a comprehensive examination which will
test competence , as a specialist.
The comprehensive will provide
for a demonstration of ability to
work in breadth and depth in the
area, and his rapport with other
fields of the liberal arts disciplines.
Techniques are being set up to
insure that a student working on
an Honors Thesis begins pre-

We Have It

Theodor Mauch

Trin Men — Men?
• ;

Parade of Buttocks

You can trample their minds of wpuld not exactly fit within, the
intellect.
framework of the Marines' "ideal
You can chip away at their back- American man (good looking, clean'
bone of courage.
cut, etc.) promptly' discarded her
You can slash at their heart of remarks with the conviction of a
U.S.government meat inspector as
integrity.
they declared, "What does she
No reaction.
But dare hit their vital zone - know - she's ugly,"
their manliness - and they react. And there were others who passTrinity men reacted to a story In ed French 121-2 only by short
through
the liTuesday's TRIPOD this week as circuiting
they both stated and showed what brary. They had the nerve to
they thought about the remarks of claim that she must be stupid-this
a French girl visiting this coun- of a girl who has probably read
try. And consequently they proved more of English authors In French
her right, "American boys are than Mr. Trin has In English.
Anyway you say it, a lot of stuyoung and Immature."
One of the most obnoxious and dents put their foot in their mouths
profound reactions was a parade and a lot .more are going to do
of bare buttocks from second floor worse this week end in keeping
windows which saluted the girl up with the good old college ego.
when she walked by North.Campus . Maybe some of. the criticisms
to speak with a member of the of Miss Viard's comments were
French Club. Maintaining her pro- valid, but those who offered them
priety, she had to spend only a didn't have to demonstrate that
few minutes witnessing the spec- Miss Viard might be right.
tacle of stupidity as students de- Much.of this column has leaned
monstrated their virility, doing toward the vulgar. But you can't
a little "mooning", as the slang dress up vulgarity. You can only
goes. We tend to think that they ignore it. We are too immature
may be a little backwards in their to ignore it.
actions.
In subtler actions, students, who

Deaf...

(Continued from Page 1)
Virginia who carried a small tran- dents, those who went, commentsistor radio glued to her ear and ing later, felt that it was they
who could carry on a conversation themselves who benefited more
•with little difficulty.
from the outing.
Despite what would seem to be a The outing, an annual Pi Kappa
definite handicap, the children im- Alpha project this year directed
pressed the Trinity men with their by Charles Mather, .features
gaiety and their ability to shoulder athletic contests and other games
their problems without a shudder. for children from the American
Instead of helping the deaf stu- School for the Deaf.
NEW EHQ,
PREMIERE

THE FUN'S AT THE)

. . . S O TO THE RIVOLI FOR THE BEST FUN
SINCE "LAUNDER HILL MOB" . . . SOME OF THE COMEDY IS
AS EXPLOSIVE AS ANY TO REACH THE SCREEN IN YEARS . , .
IT'S COMEDY ALL THE WAY1 . . . TIMES

HOGGIES
1180 Broad St.

\
paratory work In the spring and
summer preceding his Senior year.
Also, some months in advance of
the comprehensive, a kind of training exercise will be employed to
integrate the experience of a comprehensive into his whole development as a Senior.
So that the new curriculum will
not work to a student's disadvantage in the reduced number of
elect!ves, special care will be
taken in planning the four courses
of the Junior and Senior year to
insure a four-year inter-relation
of concentration and distribution.
The Department of Religion tactics intend that a student, whether
taking one course or majoring, will
become a creative strategist with
data and a disciplined artist with
imagination.

WILFRID HYDE WHITE
AND
r

<y

JAMES ROBERTSON
JUSTICE

PLUS NEW SIDE-BUSTIN COMEDY BLOCKBUSTER

A REAL LAUGHING GASSERl

At Savitt

"CARRY O N "
I GANG.
•.. BOB MONXHOUSE
KENNETH CONNOR'
ERIC BARKER
PEGGY CUMMINS

MAKE YOUR DINING A PLEASURE
WNE AT THE "

BROOKSIDE
NEW BRITAINAVI.

OnCanps

with

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

HOW TO SEE EUROPE
FOR ONLY $300 A DAY: NO. 2
Last week we discussed England, the first stop on the tour of
Europe that every American college student is going to make
this summer. Today we will take up your next stop—France,
or the Pearl of the Pacific, as it is generally called.
To get from England to France, one greases one's body and
swims the English Channel. Similarly, to get from France to
Spain, one greases one's body and slides down the Pyrenees.
And, of course, to get from France to Switzerland, one greases
one's body and wriggles through the Simplon Tunnel. Thus, as
you can see, the most important single item to take to Europe
is a valise full of grease.
No, I am wrong. The most important thing to take to Europe
is a valise full of Marlboro Cigarettes—or at least as many as

the customs regulations will allow. And if by chance you should
run out of Marlbros in Europe, do not despair. That familiar
red and white Marlboro package is as omnipresent in Europe
as it is in all fifty of the "United States. And it is the same
superb cigarette you find at home—the same pure white filter,
the same zestful, mellow blend of tobaccos preceding the filter.
This gem of the tobacconist's art, this prodigy of cigarette
engineering, was achieved by Marlboro's well-known research
team—Fred Soffcpack and Walter Fliptop—and I, for one, am
grateful.
But I digress. We were speaking of France—or the Serpent of
the Nile, as it is popularly termed.
Let us first briefly sum up the history of France. The nation
was discovered in 1066' by Madame Guillotine. There followed
a series of costly wars with Schleswig-Holstein, the Cleveland
Indians, and Jean Jacques Rousseau. Stability finally came to
this troubled land with the coronation of Marshal Foch, who
married Lorraine Alsace and had three children: Flopsy, Mopsy,
and Charlemagne. This later became known as the Petit Trianon.
Marshal Foch—or the Boy Orator of the Platte, as he was
affectionately called—was succeeded by Napoleon, who "introduced shortness to France. Until Napoleon the French were
the tallest nation in Europe. After Napoleon most Frenchmen
were able to walk comfortably under card tallies. This later
became known as the Hunchback of Notre Dame.
Napoleon, after his defeat by Credit Mobilier, was exiled to
Elba, where he made the famous statement, "Able was I ere I
saw Elba." This sentence reads the same whether you spell it
forward or backward. You can also spell Marlboro backward—
Oroblram. Do not, however, try to smoke Marlboro backward
because that undoes all the pleasure of the finest cigarette made.
After Napoleon's death the French people fell into a great fit
of melancholy, known as the Louisiana Purchase. For over a
century everyone sat Around moping and refusing his food.
This torpor was not lifted until Eiffel built his famous tower,
which made everybody giggle so hard that today France is the
gayest country in Europe.
Each night the colorful natives gather at sidewalk cafes and
shout "Oo-la-la!" as Maurice Chevalier promenades down the
Champs Elysees swinging his malacca cane. Then, tired but
happy, everyone goes to the Louvre for bowls of onion soup.
The principal industry of France is cashing travellers checks.
Well sir, I guess that's all you need to know about France.
Next week we will visit the Land of the Midnight Sun—Spain.
© 1903 MaxShultnan

in tlie

CHAIR

Next week, every week, the best cigarette you can buy the
whole world over is filter-tipped Marlboros—soft pack or
Flip-Top box—you get a lot to like.
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PACE FOUR

Bruce Jay asks The LP.C.S.F.O.D.C.A.W. to "Vote for Me.1
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by THOMAS P. JONES III
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Eli Karson (I.) and John Westney in "Long Live Crime

The

LP.C.S.F.O.D.C.A.W.

exhort

their cause.

MAY 2 - Purposefully ridiculous and thoroughly enjoyable is THE
AMERICAN PLAY, the musical-comedy with music, book and lyrics
by Dick Demone and Ray Drate which was world premiered in Alumni
Hall tonight.
The production satirizes everything from Broadway musicals to
Chinese food with an American touch. The satire is blatant, which
in this case is a blessing, for it is aimed at the Fidiculous, which is
exactly what it accomplishes. The only progression in the play worth
the name is from the absurd to the more absurd.
At the beginning, there is a slight suggestion of a cohesive plot which
completely disappears by the conclusion. One has the feeling that had
the actions of the characters been logically motivated, the play would
be something less. As it is the rushed conclusion reaches a pinnacle
of incoherence towards which the earlier portion of the two-act satire
is directed.
The American Way, of life, if you will, is actually only a string of
cliches, loosely connected by the American materialism which makes
such useable satire-bait.
The varied musical numbers by DeMone and Drate are excellent,
serving as a cement for the play and, In several instances, "Long Live
Crime" and "You Can't Trust a Woman", possessing qualities which
would survive outside the context of the play itself.
Bruce Jay, as "Barret1*, makes the most of his comic opportunities
in basically a straight-man role. Linda Levin, as "Julie, needs only to
throw herself into her part more in order to overcome a youthful
reserve. In supporting roles John Westney and Eli Karson, who have
turned crime into a basically religious practice, are successful as
comics but dismal failures as crooks. Rolayne Kapelner, "Gretchen",
the IBM machine which goes haywire when kissed, and Barbara
Canistraro, "Miss Pratt", the victim of the age of perfection, sustain
their comic parts. Pat Powers, "Mrs. Forsythe", the loquacious ladies'
league leader, is thoroughly abominable; that is, she acts the part to
perfection. Wilber Hawthorne is a Chinese waiter, whose literacy is
matched only by his ability to interpret inscrutable menus so that
they make even less sense. The several members of the Political
Club accomplish the impossible as advocates of John Birchism with
Communistic tendencies.
The technical problems which arise with producing any kind of a
play in Alumni Hall are magnified in this eleven-scene play. The set
changes are made with minimum difficulty, however, and do little to
damage the loose structure of the musical
The play is entertaining throughout; this is its purpose, and this it
fulfills. Anyone attending it who expects the L.P.C.S.F.O.D.C. A.W. (The
Ladies' Philosophical and Cultural Society for Furthering Our Deeper
Concepts and the American Way) to deepen his patriotism for America
will be sorely disappointed.
The play will run May 3, 4, 9,10, and ll.-Each performance will begin
at 8:15 p.m.
-
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Bruce Jay as Barret tells Linda Levin as Julie "I Love You."
Rolayne Kapelner and Bruce Jay

